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Seizure system as a kind of criminal investigation measures, through the 
role of acting on the items to restrict or deprive citizens of property rights, is 
the intervention of the property rights for citizens.The criminal procedure law 
of the People's Republic of China (hereinafter referred to as the "criminal 
procedural law")issued on March 14, 2012, and was formally implemented on 
January 1, 2013, included that "we should respect and protect human rights", 
the seizure system also did some reforms. However, it has not really set up the 
property rights protection system.In particular ,rules on the criminal seizure are 
very principle and simple, lack of operability. Only really realizeing the value 
of property rights protection, to guide the seizure of the improvement of the 
system, can we achieve the task and purpose of crimina procedure law and 
achieve both trace crime and protect human rights. This paper start with the 
property protection as the value of  the criminal seizure . In order to give my 
suggestion on the seizure system in our country ,I compared the seizure system 
from out of China, In addition to the introduction and conclusion,this paper is 
divided into four chapters.  
The first chapter, first of all, I introduce the theoretical basis of the 
criminal seizure, emphasized the importance of property rights protection, then 
define the nature of the seizure. We should regulate and improve the seizure 
system in the value of property rights protection.This is the backbone of the 
paper.  
The second chapter on the investigation of the extraterritorial criminal 
seizure system. This chapter presents regulations of criminal seizure system in 
the civil law countries and common law in the United States and Taiwan. These 
countries and regions use the writ doctrine,except of the enforcement on it . 
This chapter provides reference for improving suggestions later.  
The third and fourth chapter is this article innovation spot, through the 
evaluation about the criminal seizure system in the criminal procedure law 
regulation, proposed suggestion on our country criminal seizure system. The 















system is based on seizure prior review procedure,complete the the returned 
procedure and illegal evidence elimination. 
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条文，2012 年《刑事诉讼法》规定“尊重和保障人权” ，在上述背景下， 
“扣押物”与“私有财产”以及财产权保障之间的内在联系也逐渐引起了










                                                                 
①  邸瑛琪.侦查中对财产权的限制处分应纳入法律监督的视野[N].检察日报,2009－3－7（3）. 
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